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Jones Family of Companies Partners with NanoTouch

(Charlotte, NC, March 27, 2020) Jones Family of Companies is excited to announce our partnership with NanoTouch
Materials. NanoTouch Materials provides a continuous self-cleaning surface which means there is now a new definition to
"clean." NanoTouch provides less worry and a healthier environment through their creation of skins and mats that are selfcleaning. "Powered by normal indoor light, NanoSeptic Surfaces utilizes mineral nano-crystals which create a powerful
oxidation reaction, breaking down any organic contaminants,” states Dennis Hackemeyer, a partner at NanoTouch Materials.
“More importantly, NanoSeptic works 24/7 and it's visible, impacting customer experience - a unique value-add amongst clean
technologies available today. Unlike traditional disinfectants, the NanoSeptic Surface uses no hazardous chemicals, poisons or
toxins, and nothing is released from the surface since the nano-crystals are molecularly bonded to the material."

Jones is leveraging its logistics system and deep industry relationships to join NanoTouch in an effort to provide highly
innovative performance products for the floor care industry. Their combined efforts will lead to greater developments and
opportunities to provide for the continuing market needs. "It is imperative that we continue to expand Jones Family of
Companies and partner with other like-minded companies," says Senior VP Andrew Dailey. "With this partnership, Jones is
driving innovation in the market by bringing new products and brands like NanoSeptic to our customer in an effort to support
their growth and market needs," adds CEO, CP Davis.
###
About NanoTouch Materials:
NanoTouch Materials is located at the Center for Innovation in Smart Materials in Forest, Virginia.
All NanoSeptic products are made in the USA. Their research and development, funded by a $2 million grant, is constantly
developing new products and applications in an effort to provide cleaner, healthier places in which to live, work and play. Their
mission is being embraced with the help of distributors worldwide. NanoSeptic is out to create, not just a clean world,
but a self-cleaning world!
About Jones Family of Companies:
Headquartered in Humboldt, TN, with offices in Charlotte, NC and production facilities in Morristown, TN and North Las Vegas,
NV, Jones was founded in 1936 as a provider of sustainable yarn solutions primarily for the floor care industry. Today, Jones is
comprised of two divisions: Jones Yarns and Jones Nonwovens which include specifically engineered products spanning
multiple markets such as sleep, furniture, packaging, acoustics as well as floor care. Additionally, Jones provides value-added
services to clients such as warehousing and distribution. For more than 80 years, Jones continues to be dedicated to its
original mission of introducing new product innovations, responsible manufacturing and building strong customer and supplier
relationships that leave a lasting impression. www.Jonesfamilyco.com
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